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Abstract
Pak-Poland relations have pre-partition history when in 1944, Nazi Germany attacked the USSR, and almost thirty thousand Polish refugees were settled in Karachi. In 1947, after the Independence of Pakistan, Poland helped Pakistan establish its air force and space program. Its officers participated in Indo-Pakistan war of 1965. The trade relations between the countries flourished during this era but our relations reached a new height when Poland became a democratic republic in 1989, joined NATO in 1999, and became a member of the European Union in 2004. Polish support for Pakistan to get GSP Plus status in the EU and President Musharraf’s first-ever visit as a head of state propelled their bilateral trade to €500 million in 2018. Both countries have the potential to increase trade in the fields of oil & gas, maritime, energy, technology, infrastructure and tourism, but both should increase regional connectivity. The strategic location of both countries can provide them with a unique opportunity to increase regional connectivity. However, initially, both have to ensure the availability of direct air connectivity, people-to-people contacts, accessibility of easy visas, and smooth immigration policies. The future of their bilateral relations depends upon how both countries will find the solution to the prevailing issues and what actions will both take to facilitate greater trade and connectivity.
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Introduction

Diplomatic relations between Pakistan and Poland were established in 1962 but both have a history of relations even before Pakistan's Independence in 1947. In 1939, British India hosted displaced Poles, when the Soviet Union (USSR) annexed Eastern Poland with the cooperation of Germany. In 1942, Great Britain and the USSR agreed to start efforts to improve the conditions of displaced Poles. They evacuated Polish refugees from the USSR through the “Persian Corridor” from 1942 to 1944. Almost 30,000 evacuated refugees were settled in camps in Karachi because Karachi port was the nearest port to the USSR. Later on, some of them became permanent citizens of Pakistan when the country gained independence in 1947.

In 1948, when British pilots and technicians were leaving Pakistan after its independence, the Pakistan High Commission in London asked British Air Force to point out most trusted and experienced pilots who would be able to assist in the formation of the air force in Pakistan.¹ British professionals recommended Polish pilots and technicians who had gained fame in the Battle of Britain (1940). After the war, they were unable to return to their home so there was no place for them in the Royal Air Force. At this time, Prime Minister Liaqat Ali Khan was also holding portfolio of defense minister. He did not hesitate in accepting British recommended pilots and technicians. Pakistan needed pilots and technicians for the air force so Wladyslaw Turowicz came to Pakistan with thirty of his countrymen on a three-year contract. Among thirty Poles, 17 were pilots and 13 were technicians. He was initially based in Technical Training Section in Karachi and his wife, Zofia Turowicz, served as a civilian gliding instructor for Shaheen Air Cadets.²

After World War II, the USSR installed a Communist government in Poland and ignored the Polish government in exile based in London, although, Stalin during war assured Britain and the USA that he would respect Polish sovereignty and would allow democratic institutions. Thus, it officially became the Polish People's Republic in 1952. In 1962, Pakistan was among

the first Muslim countries that established relations with communist Poland.3

The Poles played a vital role in defending the Pakistan airspace in the Indo-Pakistan Wars of 1948 and 1965.4 Many of the Poles were given honorary citizenships for their sincerity and bravery that they displayed. Still, with the completion of their contracts, most of the Poles left Pakistan. Turowicz and his wife, on the other hand, settled permanently in Pakistan and got citizenship in 1961.

In 1967, he retired from Pakistan Air Force with the rank of Air Commodore and was awarded Tamgha-i-Pakistan, Sitara-i-Quaid-i-Azam, and Sitara-i-Pakistan.5 Later on, he was appointed as Executive Director of the Space and Upper Atmosphere Research Commission (SUPARCO) by President Ayub Khan. He is also known as the godfather of Pakistan’s space and missile program.6 He and his wife received many other awards too for their contribution.7

On 1st November 1970, a Polish Deputy Foreign Minister, Zygfryd Wolnaik, and three Pakistanis were killed at Karachi International Airport by an airline van driver and anti-communist fanatic Mohammad Feroze Abdullah. The mishap occurred on an occasion when a reception line was formed to welcome the Polish President, Marshal Marian Spychalski, for his final stop in a 5-day state visit to Pakistan.8 While under interrogation, Feroze accepted

---


that he wanted to kill socialists, as their ideology was against Islam. This was a major incident, nevertheless, the level of trust between both countries was so high that the tragedy failed to create any rift in the ties.

The relationship reached another level when Poland became a democratic republic following anti-communist uprising in 1989. It became a member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in 1999 and a full member of the European Union (EU) in May 2004. Pak-Poland relations improved immensely under the framework of the EU after 9/11 when Pakistan supported the US-led coalition in Afghanistan under president General Pervez Musharraf.

In 2005, when Pakistan witnessed an earthquake in Pakistani-administered Kashmir, Polish government sent a team of 22 rescuers and physicians as well as sniffer dogs to aid relief, search and rescue operations.

In April 2007, president Musharraf paid three-day official visit to Poland. This was the first ever visit by any head of the state of Pakistan to Poland. Pakistan had been playing a crucial role in the “War on Terror”, and, therefore, the EU provided Pakistan with economic aid and support. During this visit, president Musharraf and Polish president Lech Kaczynski signed various Memoranda of Understanding (MoUs) that included a cooperation agreement on international affairs, cooperation in the field of science, culture and education, cooperation between chamber of commerce and industry, and development of small and medium enterprises of both the states.

**Theoretical framework**

At the international political front, when states interact, they create pattern, rules and procedure on certain issue under the umbrella of regimes. In this spectrum, states have some duties and obligations about any specific issue.
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If any state violates these regulations, it would have to face the consequences. The main purpose of the regime is to provide and facilitate the procedure of finding solutions to any problem through treaties.

The main scholar of international regime theory is Stephan Krasner. He explains international regime as "explicit or implicit principles, norms or rules and decision-making procedures around which actor expectations converge in a given area of international relations".\(^{12}\)

There are two approaches to the international regime. One is the liberal approach and the other is the realist approach. According to the liberal approach, cooperation in anarchy is possible without a hegemon. The regime enables cooperation by establishing standards of behaviour that signal other members that they are cooperating. When all states expect cooperation from others then the possibility of sustaining cooperation will increase. In this system, cooperation can be increased within states by providing more information about the behaviour of others. According to liberals, it is a win-win game, not a zero-sum game.

On the other hand, according to the realist, a regime merely reflects the distribution of power in the international system and the cooperation that occurred under the regime will have occurred anyway. Powerful states create a regime to serve their interests.

The article deals with liberal approach used in global politics and international systems towards cooperation, integration, interdependence and peace. Its theme revolves around the neo-liberalism theory.

In neo-liberalism, states are unitary actor which is rational and always work to maximize their utility. The state always take decision after cost and benefit analysis, to promote self-interest and after keeping in view the reaction and outcome of the decision. According to neo-liberalism, mutual benefits can be attained through better application of human reasoning.

Interdependence is a main feature of neo-liberalism which claims mutual connectedness and dependency of state and non-state actors. It is the concept of liberalism and focuses on the globalized world. Interdependence

does not consider states as not the only actor in the international system but there are a lot of other actors present in the international system which is non-state actors like Multinational Corporations (MNCs), Non-governmental Organizations (NGOs), and international institutions. In the international system, not only do states interact with each other rather non-state actors also interact with other states, non-state actors through multiple channels. When states and non-actors interact through those channels then it creates a system of the interconnected relationship of the actors and as a result, state borders are permeable.\textsuperscript{13} The relationship between state and non-state actors is not symmetrical because some actors and non-state actors are more dependent on others than anyone else. Some might be more vulnerable to the breakage of these networks and others might not. The interaction of state and non-state actors is growing with every passing day which brings positive change to the international system. In this system, every state and non-state actor is benefiting from closer ties so ultimately world becomes very peaceful and prosperous.

In the case of Pakistan-Poland relations, both countries adopted a liberal regime where both started cooperation and worked on win-win approach. In their relations, the state and non-state actors are playing their part to increase interdependence, and relations of both countries are improving. The regime both had created is attracting other countries of their region as well.

Both can benefit a lot from this cooperation and interdependence. Poland being member of the European Union (EU) is providing Pakistan an opportunity to increase its trade with other countries of the EU.

**Cooperation in the field of Oil and Gas**
Poland is a pioneer of petroleum exploration in Europe. It has the potential to fulfill Pakistan’s the need for oil and gas. It can be considered as the jewel in the crown of the Pakistan-Poland relationship.\textsuperscript{14} Polish Oil and Gas Company (POGC) is operating in Pakistan since 1997 as a branch office of PGNiG group Poland, in which the Polish government has majority of the

\textsuperscript{13} Siegfried Schieder and Manuela Spindler, Theories of International Relations (Berlin : Routledge, 2014), 77.

shares. The company was operating and carrying out exploration in four concessions namely Mekhtar, Sabzal, Khanpur West, and Sabzal West, and it, recently, started Kirthar concessions. It has held a 40% Working Interest in exploration in Nawabshah, Sindh. It also acquired Kirthar Block in the Dadu district of Sindh. The company made the discovery of the Rehman-1 well in 2009 which started production in 2013. It became the first "Tight Gas" producer in Pakistan. In 2015, the appraisal phase of the field was concluded and the commerciality of the field was declared. In 2017, the Government of Pakistan awarded Development and Production Lease (D&PL) over the field for 25 years.

In 2015, the company discovered the second “Tight Gas” well Rizq-1 in Kirthar Block and the same year approval of the Rehman Production Facility (RPF) was constructed to process the produced gas from Rizq and Rehman field. In 2016, the company increased its production from Kirthar Block with the addition of the Rizq field. The appraisal programme of the Rizq field was completed in 2018 and then the declaration of commerciality and D&PL were awarded for 25 years. Till this time, PGNIG has drilled 11 wells in Kirthar Block comprising 3 appraisals, 3 exploratory and 5 development wells. The company is contributing a lot to work with Pakistan in the energy sector and Pakistan can get experience from Poland’s expertise in the oil and gas sector.\(^{15}\) The company had the aim to take production to Rs 100 billion per year. According to the President of the company Piotr Wozniak, the company will drill 14 more oil and gas wells in hydrocarbon potential areas and play an important role in the energy needs of Pakistan. He also said that till 2017, the company had invested $125 million in Pakistan and daily production from the Rehman field was 24 MMS CFD from 4 producing wells. It would be increased to 90 MMS CFD.\(^{16}\) Three Polish companies like Oil and Gas Exploration Company Krakow Ltd, Polish State Gas and Oil, and Geofizkya Krakow Ltd has offered gas and oil exploration services to Pakistan.


Economic relations
Pakistan and Poland have very good economic relations and, according to 2018 statistics, Poland ranked 23rd in Pakistan's export destinations. Bilateral trade between both countries is $700 million per year and both have the potential to increase in multiple areas. According to the Ambassador of the Republic of Poland Piotr A. Opzlinski, “The bilateral trade stood at 538 million Euro or about $700 million and it is in favour of Pakistan as exports of textile, surgical and other products are getting their due share”.

Poland always supported Pakistan in GSP Plus and the EU providing Pakistan with an opportunity to export in the EU market which makes the EU Pakistan's largest export market. In November 2022, the Polish ambassador to Pakistan, Maciej Pisarski visited the Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KCCI). He said that bilateral trade between both countries had increased to $722 million and Pakistan had a large share of $600 million. He also said that both countries had more potential to increase trade, and for this, both should sit together and identify the areas where cooperation could be increased.17

Pakistan got the GSP Plus scheme on 1 January 2014 which will be effective for ten years till 2024. Poland had become Pakistan's 7th largest trading partner in the EU and their bilateral trade in the fiscal year 2021-22 is almost $506.6 million.18 The cooperation between both countries in the economic field is increasing with every passing day. Both countries signed MoU on cooperation between the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and the Polish Financial Supervision Authority (PFSA) in May 2018.19 In 2018, bilateral trade between both countries was €500 million which is increasing rapidly. Both countries had formed Pakistan-Poland Bilateral Political Consultations (BPC) to discuss ways to improve their relations. The 7th round of the BPC was held

in Warsaw on 12 December 2019. In November 2017, Chairman Senate of the Republic of Poland Stanislaw Karczewski arrived with a delegation and met with the Speaker National Assembly Sardar Ayaz Sadiq at the Parliament house in Islamabad. It was decided that both the countries must take their existing good relations to new heights, especially, in the spheres of economics, commerce and trade. According to the Speaker National Assembly of Pakistan, Pakistan could learn from Poland in the sectors of technology and industry. Simultaneously, parliaments of both countries could play an important role in bringing the two nations closer. The Polish ambassador to Pakistan Maciej Pisarski in an interview with the Associated Pakistan Press (APP) said that although COVID-19 had a slowed down the exchange of business delegations, still, the volume of their bilateral trade had been increasing annually.

Exports
Pakistani exports to Poland as of 2021 include: textile articles, furniture, lighting signs, oil seeds, grain, fruits, plastics, medical apparatus, footwear, salt, stone, cement, leather, iron, steel, toys, sports requisite, rubber, machinery, nuclear reactors, boilers, glass, sugar, perfume, cosmetics, carpets, etc. President of FPCCI, Engr. Daroo Khan Achakzai, said in a meeting with Poland’s ambassador that Poland should start direct exports of Pakistani products like stainless steel, cutlery and utensils, surgical and sports which can increase in volume. Pakistani exports to Poland are increasing at an annual rate of 19.1% on regular basis during the last 25 years.
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24 Pakistan exports to Poland during 2021 over US $330.3 million. See details at www.tradingeconomics.com/pakistan/exports/poland.
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Most interestingly, Pakistan did not export any service to Poland in 2020. In 2020, Pakistan exported goods worth $265 million. 31% of these comprised of apparel (not knitted), 30% textile articles, 10% cotton, 9% articles of leather, and 8% knitted products.

**Textile exports of Pakistan to Poland**
The textile industry of Pakistan dominates its exports to Poland. According to the ambassador of Poland to Pakistan Piotr Opalinski, Pakistan’s textile exports to Poland are €237.6 million out of a total of €277.5 million, which is 90% of all its exports. In the textile sector, Pakistan mainly exports cotton fabric, clothes, cotton yarn, towels, and bedding. Poland is keen to invest in this sector. The president of the Islamabad Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ICCI), Muhammad Ahmad Waheed, invited Poland businessmen to start a joint venture in the field so that Pakistan could realize the actual value of its exports. According to the statistics, Pakistan’s exports to the EU have increased to $6.64 billion in 2021 from $3.56 billion in 2013, which is an 86% increase but Pakistan’s exports to Poland have increased 100%.

**Poland’s exports to Pakistan**
According to the 2020 data, Poland exported $117 million worth of products to Pakistan. The main products were Scrap Iron ($56.4 M), Coke ($12.7 M), and Razor Blades ($4.66 M). During the last 25 years, Poland’s exports
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increased at an annual rate of 5.39%; from $31.4 million in 1995 to $117 million in 2020. According to the 2021 data, the worth of Poland’s exports to Pakistan was $148.11 million. Iron and steel are the top exported commodities. Poland can provide electric equipment including diesel generators, agriculture machinery, railway equipment, spare parts, marine and diesel engine, heavy vehicle, chemicals, cast iron and steel, wood pulp, cardboard, newsprint, fertilizer, rolling bearing, milk powder and oil seeds. The cosmetic products of Poland are very popular in Pakistan, and in 2021, Poland exported $209.26 million worth of essential oil, cosmetics and perfumes.

**Poland to join CPEC**

In 2019, Poland’s ambassador to Pakistan, Piotr Opalinski, met with the president and member of the Federation of Pakistan Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FPCCI) and agreed to support the idea of direct exports of Pakistani products to Poland. In this meeting, FPCCI President Engr. Daroo Khan Achakzai said that relations between both countries were improving but we should take trade relations to their optimum level. In the meeting, the FPCCI President invited Poland to join the CPEC club. The ambassador said that "CPEC is a game changer for Pakistan and had influenced Polish companies to invest in the project". He also said that “his government desire to join the project at a later stage”. In 2017, during a lecture at Preston University in Pakistan, he said that Polish companies were very keen to take part in the CPEC project. In 2018, Ambassador Piotr Opalinski met with president FPCCI Ghazanfar Bilour and chairman coordination of FPCCI Malik Sohail. He said that Poland was looking forward
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to join CPEC.\textsuperscript{36} In Pakistan, the business environment is improving under CPEC so Polish businessmen can take advantage by investing in the “Special Economic Zones” established under CPEC.

**Poland, GSP Plus, and Pakistan**

Poland is a member of the EU. It has always supported Pakistan in Islamabad’s pursuit of the GSP Plus scheme. Also, it is one of the countries with which Pakistan enjoys a trade surplus. In 2013, Pakistan received this scheme in which the EU granted duty-free access to 96% of Pakistani export products to the EU market. Under the scheme, a specific incentive arrangement (GSP+) offers deep tariff cuts for vulnerable countries that ratified and implemented 27 international conventions relating to human and labour rights, environment and good governance. In order to qualify for the GSP+, the countries had to maintain ratification of the conventions and accept regular monitoring and reviewing of the implementation.\textsuperscript{37} The EU monitoring mission has conducted three successful biennial reviews in 2016, 2018, and 2020.\textsuperscript{38} The current GSP+ scheme will end in 2023 and Pakistan will have to apply again for the scheme of 2024-34, and according to the EU, now it will have to implement 32 conventions instead of 27.\textsuperscript{39} Under the scheme, 78% of Pakistani products enter the EU at preferential rates.\textsuperscript{40} In first two years of GSP+, Pakistani garment exports to the EU grew at 11% per year as compared to the rest of the world which was just 1.5%.\textsuperscript{41} Poland has given great importance to Pakistani products and supported Pakistani


companies to export more products into the Polish market. In 2012, Poland’s ambassador to Pakistan, Dr Andrzej Ananciz, visited Peshawar Press Club (PPC) and said that both countries made a joint strategy to enhance trade. He showed his commitment to provide access to Pakistani products to the EU market. He said that Poland would provide zero duties on 27 Pakistani exporting products while accessing to the EU market. 42 In wake of the 2010 flood in Pakistan, the EU urged foreign ministers to 'link together' policies in which we could support Pakistan to increase trade so that Pakistan could come out of the adverse impacts of the devastating flood. Under the discussion, the EU charted a proposal to lift the trade barrier on 13 types of textile products worth €25 million. In this discussion, the Polish foreign minister said that he would be "arguing to help Pakistan," a 'key country' in all foreign policy matters. 43

**Pakistani concessions to Poland**

Poland has expertise in oil and gas Exploration and Production; therefore, Pakistan is providing concessions to the oil and gas companies of Poland. Senior Vice President of Pakistan Business Forum (PBF) Touseef Ahmed said that “concessions should give to the Polish companies interested in conducting E&P of shale oil and gas as, at present, energy is Pakistan’s biggest challenge”. 44 On 20 July 2022, Poland’s ambassador to Pakistan Maciej Pisarski along with the delegation of POGC met with the Minister of State for Petroleum, Dr Musadik Malik, at Petroleum Division. In the meeting, the state minister said that the "government is committed to offering all appropriate help and facilitation to Polish Companies to ensure continued Polish investment". 45

**Geo-economic advantages of Poland to Pakistan**

Poland is located in heart of Europe which can provide Pakistan with an opportunity to export its products to the EU and East-Central European
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countries through Poland. It is an important gateway to the European continent. Pakistani businessmen can use Poland’s location to enhance their business in Europe and to access European markets and have the capacity to become a hub for Pakistani exports to the EU if Pakistani companies use it properly. Poland has trade links with Germany, the best-connected country in the world. It is a very attractive country for FDI with 40 million people and also because of its strategic location and political stability. It can, therefore, act as a springboard for Pakistani businessmen to start a business in Poland and Europe.

Geo-economic Advantages of Pakistan to Poland

Pakistan is strategically located country at the confluence of three vital regions. namely Central Asia, South Asia, and West Asia. It provides access to the sea, land-locked Central Asia and Western China. Pakistan is a neighbor of Afghanistan which is facing multiple economic and social problems, and Poland can help it to come out of the situation. Pakistan’s location can help Poland to start cooperation with all these three regions in the sectors of transport, energy, tourism and trade. Poland’s products can travel through these regions via Pakistan.

Regional Connectivity

Poland is a key country for China in its trade with Europe. A train runs between China and Europe which is called China Railway Express (CRE). There are three main routes of this train from China to Europe, which are eastern, central and western. The eastern route starts from the coastal areas of China and reaches Europe by passing through Inner Mongolia, Russia, Belarus, and Poland. The central route starts from central China and enter Europe by passing through Mongolia and Russia. The western route starts from western China like Xinjiang and reaches Europe by passing through Kazakhstan. Pakistan, being member of CPEC, has road connectivity with China in the shape of the Karakoram Highway. In this case,
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Pakistan and Poland can use these two platforms to increase connectivity as China has friendly relations with both Pakistan and Poland. Poland can export their products first using CRE and then through Karakoram Highway to Pakistan and other countries of the region. Pakistan, South Asia, West Asia, and Central Asia can also utilize this opportunity to increase connectivity with Poland and Europe. This connectivity can increase interdependence among Pakistan, Poland, South Asia, West Asia, and Central Asia. With increased interdependence and trade, poverty and unemployment will decrease and living standards will improve.

Another connectivity opportunity between Pakistan and Poland is through Istanbul-Tehran-Islamabad (ITI) railroad. The roots of this projects can be found from 2009 when ITI Container Train Service was launched under the Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO). It is a 10-member intergovernmental organization founded in 1985 by Iran, Turkey, and Pakistan. The journey from Istanbul to Islamabad has squeezed to ten days from 21 (which was by sea). Turkey is neighbor to Europe so Poland and European countries can use the train service to deliver their products in South Asia and vice versa.

Challenges to Pak-Poland economic relations
1. The first challenge relates to security. Naturally, it prevents entrepreneurs and investors from undertaking big commercial ventures.
2. The second challenge to investment in Pakistan is the unclear nature of local regulations.
3. Pakistani businesses and students find difficulty in getting Polish visas which should be solved quickly. According to the Ambassador of Poland to Pakistan, Maciej Pisarski, Poland is part of the EU. It has some rules which it has to follow and visa process is a tricky issue because one needs

to create a balance between security and wish of people to travel to Poland, therefore, diplomat always tries to create a balance.\textsuperscript{52}

4. Illegal migration
5. Non-availability of a direct airline between both countries.\textsuperscript{53}
6. Imports tariff is also one of the major challenges
7. Custom regulations
8. Labelling and marketing regulations
9. Special certificates & Non-Tariff Barriers (NTBs)

Conclusion
Both countries have attained a very high level of interdependence in a very short period. They regularly provide a more peaceful environment to their companies to increase their bilateral trade. The growing interdependence and location of both countries can not only create humongous benefits for both countries but also create a platform which can benefit other countries in different regions like South Asia, the Middle East, the EU and Central Asia. Both countries can learn a lot from each other and help each other to find solutions to their problems. Pakistan should promote a business-friendly environment which will increase employment opportunities and, ultimately, will help the country solve its many complex issues. There are some challenges in their relations but both have the capability to overcome these obstacles.
